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In 2017 our organization was chosen to participate in
a restorative justice policy making pilot program. Our office and board members 

have worked very hard on these policy and procedures to be reflect our community,
staff and board members. Due to recent changing in all programs these policies

will have to be re addressed during our yearly strategic planning session. The date 
of this is TBA.

 

Our volunteers just
completed there 
victim offender

training! 
Congratulation to all

the attended this
extensive virtual

training. We cannot
wait to put your

valuable training into
practice!
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A Message from a client...
The seven days after my arrest, I would consider probably the worst week of my life. I

was just about to start my third year of schooling and suddenly my whole future had this
massive record i didn’t think id have any way of overcoming. I was terrified and lost and

honestly had no idea where to even turn to. Restorative justice found and contacted me,
and this group of volunteers decided to dedicate their time in giving me a second

chance. Not only did I get the opportunity to make up with those I directly affected.
Restorative justice also allowed me to give back to the community in a way that directly
related to my schooling and hopeful future. Honestly my life is arguably so much better

after this entire experience not only career wise but in teaching me how to approach
every situation with everyone one else's interests in mind. If you get this opportunity,

you'd be crazy not to follow through!

Sydney began volunteering with 
the organization in 2018. She has been 

observing, mentoring and is 
currently taking our victim

offender conference training! 
Thank you Sydney!

Sydney HuttSydney HuttSydney Hutt

Violence Against Women Month
October is violence against women awareness month. Please do your part
and shine a purple light for the survivors and those who are no longer with

us.


